Update: 2022−06−13
California

New Weekly Deaths

Total Deaths

Colorado

New Weekly Deaths

Total Deaths

Update: 2022−06−13
**New weekly deaths may increase in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that more deaths will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.**
**New weekly deaths may increase in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that more deaths will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.**

Update: 2022-06-13

Iowa

New Weekly Deaths

Total Deaths

Kansas

New Weekly Deaths

Total Deaths

Update: 2022-06-13
**North Carolina**

### New Weekly Deaths

- **Reported**
- **GT-DeepCOVID**
- **IHM-E**
- **JHU-APL**
- **Karlen**
- **LUcompUncertLab**
- **MIT-Cassandra**
- **UCSD-NEU**
- **USC**

### Total Deaths

- **Reported**
- **GT-DeepCOVID**
- **IHM-E**
- **JHU-APL**
- **Karlen**
- **LUcompUncertLab**
- **MIT-Cassandra**
- **UCSD-NEU**
- **USC**

---

**North Dakota**

### New Weekly Deaths

- **Reported**
- **IHME**
- **JHU-APL**
- **PSI**
- **UCSD-NEU**

### Total Deaths

- **Reported**
- **IHME**
- **JHU-APL**
- **PSI**

---

**Update: 2022-06-13**

Oklahoma

New Weekly Deaths

- Reported
- IHME
- MIT-DeepCOVID
- Columbia
- UCSD
- ESG
- Columbia
- IHME
- MIT-Cassandra
- UCSD-NEU
- USC

Total Deaths

- Reported
- IHME
- MIT-DeepCOVID
- Columbia
- UCSD
- ESG
- Columbia
- IHME
- MIT-Cassandra
- UCSD-NEU
- USC

Oregon

New Weekly Deaths

- Reported
- IHME
- MIT-DeepCOVID
- Columbia
- UCSD
- ESG
- Columbia
- IHME
- MIT-Cassandra
- UCSD-NEU
- USC

Total Deaths

- Reported
- IHME
- MIT-DeepCOVID
- Columbia
- UCSD
- ESG
- Columbia
- IHME
- MIT-Cassandra
- UCSD-NEU
- USC

Update: 2022-06-13
**Texas**

New Weekly Deaths

- Reported
- IHME
- JHU-APL
- Kaiser
- LSUi
- MIT-Cassandra
- UC3D-NeU
- Columbia
- GT-DeepCOVID

Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Total Deaths

- Reported
- IHME
- JHU-APL
- Kaiser
- LSUi
- MIT-Cassandra
- UC3D-NeU
- Columbia
- GT-DeepCOVID

Ensemble
- Individual models

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals

Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

**Utah**

New Weekly Deaths

- Reported
- IHME
- JHU-APL
- Kaiser
- LSUi
- MIT-Cassandra
- UC3D-NeU
- Columbia
- GT-DeepCOVID

Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Total Deaths

- Reported
- IHME
- JHU-APL
- Kaiser
- LSUi
- MIT-Cassandra
- UC3D-NeU
- Columbia
- GT-DeepCOVID

Ensemble
- Individual models

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals

Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

**Update: 2022−06−13**


**New weekly deaths may increase in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that more deaths will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.
Wyoming

New Weekly Deaths

- Reported
- IMME
- MDS
- UCSD-NEU
- MIT-ORC
- Columbia
- GT-DeepCOVID
- MIT-Cassandra
- CovidComplete

Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

- Ensemble
- Individual models

- Reported
- IMME
- MDS
- UCSD-NEU
- MIT-ORC
- Columbia
- GT-DeepCOVID
- MIT-Cassandra
- CovidComplete

Total Deaths

Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

- Ensemble
- Individual models

Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals

- Ensemble
- Individual models

Update: 2022-06-13